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Belonging and a sense of place – cynefin 

Charlotte Williams 

 

 

There’s a Welsh word that has come into my frame of late, cynefin, a word 

that erases the kicking K and the sharp V of the English alphabet, despite 

its sound. Loosely translated it means the place where you feel you belong, 

where the habitat is familiar, and the sights and sounds are reassuring and 

recognisable. The place you know and the place that knows you, filled as it 

is with customs and norms, history and culture. As such cynefin opens up 

a kind of shared social space of understandings and collective memory, real 

and imagined, present and past, that has meaning for who you are. It is the 

place from where you imagine all else, your central point of reference. It 

conjures all those things that can bring tears to my eyes now as I’m jiggling 

along the north Wales coast on Arriva Trains Wales, returning – home? 

 

There’s my cynefin, the seaside coast of north Wales, all sugar-candied 

amusement arcades, caravans and trailers until I will reach the pastel arc of 

holiday hotels hugging the shoreline in the bay between two great 

slumbering headlands. The seagulls and the thrum of the waves sing a 

fanciful reprieve before the serious mountains beyond. Not exactly the 

Wales of the popular imagining. Neither the welcome-in-the-hillside Wales, 

nor the poverty-stricken scar of industrial Wales; not even the accent of 

Wales’ bustling urban centres. No, my hometown is that crystallised 
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epitome of the Victorian seaside town, with its seasonal tide of visitors 

washing in and out, confuddling any sense of an identifiable culture. A place 

that, at one time, had seemed to me, well, pointless. 

 

I’m returning once again and wondering the why of the place. It was always 

an anomaly to me, or more accurately, I was an anomaly to it. There I am 

at 10, hiding my difference with style, a loud voice and a sense of fun, just 

about carrying it off. There I am at 16, pressing the living daylights out of 

my hair and learning to manage a discordant shame. And there, in my early 

twenties asking more stridently: ‘What in God’s name is a Black woman 

doing here; what am I to do with all this? Why me?’ Back then, everything 

important seemed to be going on elsewhere. Somewhere else a race riot 

was raging; somewhere else people were sporting protest Afros; 

somewhere they were writing books and songs and poetry about injustices, 

making speeches, standing on soapboxes in the epicentre of Black Britain. 

They were a collective. But that was somewhere else. I was a one, and this 

part of the map was just too white to care.  

 

It took me a long time to ponder my cynefin with all its contradictions and 

ambivalences. Until I understood that cynefin wasn’t a given but a gift, and 

that I was part of shaping and remaking it. 

 

So yes, my cynefin is right here, a place where histories collide, where 

Babel sets the language tone, where often unremembered Black people 

appear from the past, pop up and ask questions of the present; where the 

line of a song jars and jams with those of other lands in new syncretic tones, 

and where surprises appear that beckon new sites of recognition. A boy 

dancing in the crowd with just the hint of an African movement, the light-

skinned black woman with the freckled skin that signals our tribe of mixed 

heritage, and the sun pulling out the floral coconut smells of the gorse and 
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glimmers of Caribbean colours, in that very familiar Welsh way. The signs 

of connection are all there if you look for them, in the land, the soil and in 

the shared memories of shaping and remaking that sense of place.  
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A recording of this talk can be found at writersmosaic.org.uk 
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